
 

International Music Day 

 

“Music has the power to inspire and entertain”, but it also has powerful psychological 
effects that can improve your health and well-being. Instead of thinking of music as pure 
entertainment, consider some of the major mental benefits of incorporating music into 
your everyday life. You might find that you feel more motivated, happy, and relaxed as a 
result. 

Research has found that music releases dopamine, the feel-good chemical in your brain. It 
also found that dopamine was up to 9% higher when volunteers listened to music that they 
enjoyed. It may be obvious to us, but it is strong evidence for the link between music and 
mental wellbeing. 

TCTC Group have a long history of supporting Community Music Making.  As the core of this 
policy TCTC Group have sponsored a Championship Section Brass Band since January 2018 
after having assisted with funds to commission new musical works for the organisation. 

The Group has offices across the world who have supported many organizations globally 
including The Weston Silver Band in Ontario Canada, The New Zealand National Youth 
Brass Band, The Atlantic Brass Band in the United States, The Milton Keynes Brass band 
Festival (UK) and The Cooperative Youth Band in the United Kingdom.    

TCTC Group Band are based in the North-West of England but travel far a field for many 
of the concerts that they produce.  In 2018 the band performed to 3,500 people a day for 
3 days at the International Blasmusik Festival, Austria. In 2019 they enjoyed a Theatrical 
experience whilst providing live music for the New Vic Theatre, Staffordshire, UK in a 3 
week production of “Brassed Off” and gained critical acclaim in the press. 

 



 

www.tctcgroupband.com 

TCTC Group is a privately owned full-service clinical research provider specialized in 
bringing products with unique clinical, medical and regulatory complexities to market. In 
addition to offering full-service clinical trial solutions, the group includes independent 
divisions specialized in quality assurance, medical writing and regulatory affairs, project 
and site management, staffing and training services. 

TCTC Group are experts in advanced therapies and successfully executed clinical trials for 
the first Gene therapy to be approved in the Western world. The group also has a CNS-
dedicated clinical development team conducting trials in the most complex neurological 
and psychiatric conditions.  

For more information please contact our BD & Marketing Department: 

E: info@tctcgroup.com  T: +44 (0) 1565 733 772 
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